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1971’s Meddle captured the moment 
when Floyd finally found their sound.

Pink Floyd were hardly an inconsequential
group in the late ‘60s and very early ‘70s,
and yet, without 1973’s The Dark Side of 
the Moon and the albums that followed, 
their status today would be decidedly 
diminished. Most everyone would agree that 
Dark Side made them who they are today,
but not as many people might appreciate
that, if it were not for 1971’s Meddle, there 
would have been no The Dark Side of the 
Moon.

Meddle is indeed a classic album that is not
accorded the level of attention it would
otherwise receive if it did not exist within
the ever expanding shadow of the
subsequent string of albums it helped
inspire. This is not an uncommon
occurrence in rock (or any genre of music
for that matter): it’s likely, to take one
obvious example, that The Who Sell Out
would receive those accolades generally 
reserved for Tommy or Who’s Next, the 
better known albums that came just after it.

It is appropriate then that, 40 years after 
the release of their first album, we have a 
serious critical appraisal of the pivotal 
record that served to end one era and 
instigate another. Regarding that earlier 
era, casual fans might not realize that Pink 
Floyd made as many albums before Meddle
than they did after it (more casual fans might not even realize that Floyd 
made any albums before Meddle).

For this reason alone, the first section of this DVD provides an excellent
overview of not only the group, but also the London underground for which
they served as de facto house band. There were, really, three different Pink
Floyds: the initial one led by Syd Barrett, the one forced to soldier on after
Barrett’s LSD-induced demolition (at which point he was replaced by his
good friend David Gilmour), and the one that eventually made the string of
masterpieces starting with The Dark Side of the Moon.

Getting from Piper to Dark Side required several years and several albums,
none of which sounded especially alike—a fact that seems more remarkable
with the benefit of hindsight. Each album, however, had one particular
track, often an extended instrumental piece, that served as a centerpiece
that at once set it apart and connected the sonic dots that burst through
the pyramid in 1973: “Interstellar Overdrive” (from Piper), “Set The
Controls For The Heart Of The Sun” (from A Saucerful Of Secrets),
“Quicksilver” (from More), “The Narrow Way” (from Ummagumma) and
“Atom Heart Mother Suite” (from Atom Heart Mother). As the band has
indicated repeatedly over the years, there would be no “Echoes” without
“Atom Heart Mother Suite”, and so on working backward.

The assembled critics interviewed for this DVD express varying opinions on 
the overall merits of these transitional albums (all of them generally agree 
that Piper is a masterpiece, although that one was Syd Barrett’s baby
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whereas the others were assuredly group efforts), but the consensus
seems to be that while Floyd should be commended for their bold
experimentation and constant evolution, the results were decidedly mixed.
True, yet the participants seem to overlook how important Floyd’s live
performances were in terms of reshaping and refining many older songs.
The critics correctly single out “Set The Controls” as a crucial track, but
none of them mention the title track of that album as a major cornerstone
that Floyd built a foundation of sound upon.

The ways in which “A Saucerful Of Secrets” expanded and crystallized is
documented on the live section of Ummugumma, as well as the definitive 
version, which they recorded live for their movie Live At Pompeii: Gilmour’s
guitar and vocal contributions delineate the ways in which he was asserting
himself as the major musical force within the group (a very positive
development), forging an increasingly melodic and ethereal sound. The
point that cannot be overemphasized is that Meddle was not so much an
inspired product of its time as much as it was the realization of a sound and
style the band had been inching toward, carving away at the stone with
each successive effort, until the pieces finally came together (or fell apart,
if you like) in the form of “Echoes”.

Ping…ping…ping. That is how it begins: the song that many still consider
their definitive statement, the first track completed for the new album (like
“Atom Heart Mother Suite”, it was a side-long opus; unlike the previous
album, it was saved for the second side): “Echoes” unfolds deliberately,
with carefully structured precision. This remains a striking departure from
the previous album’s centerpiece which, in fairness, might well enjoy a
better reputation, or at least seem less pretentiously impenetrable for
many fans, if Floyd had stuck with its working title, “The Amazing
Pudding”—quite apropos for such a gloppy, sweet, not especially easy to
digest jumble.

Virtually every element Floyd had attempted to incorporate into their best
songs is unified in “Echoes”, with no false notes or forced feeling: the
moods and colors captured on those shorter instrumental pieces remain,
stretched out to utilize the group’s considerable ambition and enthusiasm.
The merging of Gilmour and Wright’s voices—a harbinger of good things to
come, although on “Time” Wright sings the choruses while Gilmour handles
the verses—is appropriately mesmerizing, and the two remain uncannily in
synch on their respective instruments. “Echoes” also signals a minor step
forward for Waters lyrically (the major step would be Dark Side of the Moon
:

Strangers passing in the street 
By chance two separate glances meet 
And I am you and what I see is me…

The pace intensifies, with some extraordinary playing by Gilmour who 
employs an array of distortion, feedback and effects, culminating in a 
groove that inspired a billion jam bands. Then, the bottom drops out, 
spiraling into the great disintegration, an abyss of whale cries and 
subterranean shadows (courtesy of Wright and Gilmour, and what at the 
time was cutting edge use of an echo unit, which is discussed in some 
detail on the DVD). Out of the darkness the song slowly returns, bringing 
release as well as realization as the music fades into infinity.

What elevates Meddle from being a very good album to a great album is
the fact that most of the remaining songs are quite memorable. The
opening track signals the artistic leap forward Floyd had taken in only one
year: “One of These Days” features contributions from the entire band,
creating a sound that, like “Echoes”, manages to be abrupt yet
unrestrained. The song materializes out of a sonic fog, like a laser closing in
from a great distance, with Waters’ bass and Mason’s drums offering
thudding contrast to Wright’s icy keyboards, then—after Mason’s singular,
and amusing, vocal contribution: “One of these days I’m going to cut you
into little pieces!”—Gilmour torches the track with a slide guitar assault, the
most powerful soloing he’d put on record to this point.

The future is now; Pink Floyd have found their sound. Gilmour, having 
already assumed primary vocal duties on the recent albums, is now firmly 
established at the forefront, his guitar truly (finally?) a lead instrument. 
Like the album itself, this is more a culmination than a revelation: on the 
less self-consciously psychedelic soundtrack More, Gilmour smokes on
several tunes (listen to “Main Theme”, “More Blues”, “Ibiza Bar” and
“Dramatic Theme” for hints at what was to come, and how overdue this
unfettered sound, either overly refined or actively suppressed, really was).

The next song encapsulates much of what Floyd had attempted, but not
quite mastered, on songs such as “If” and “Grantchester Meadows”. “A
Pillow of Winds” is a fuller, more realized take on the Pink Floyd pastoral 
song, variations of it having appeared on each album after Piper. Again, 
Gilmour figures prominently; where his vocals had been, at times, tentative 
and even frail, there is a warmth and authority here that suggests 
augmented confidence and comfort with the superior material.
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Two elements solidly established (the guitar sound and the vocals), a final
one—Roger Waters’ increasingly mature and topical lyrics—comes to
fruition on the third track, “Fearless”. This tune, which could be viewed as a
poignant nod to Syd Barrett, is definitely an early installment of a growing
Waters obsession: namely the alienated and isolated protagonist railing
against (or reeling from) a mechanized, soulless machine called society.
Another distinctly Floydian touch is the decision to insert a recording of fans
at Liverpool’s football stadium chanting “You’ll Never Walk Alone”, which
concludes the song on a hopeful and human note. This tactic also serves as
an early blueprint for the sound effects and ironic employment of actual
voices used on later albums, specifically The Dark Side of the Moon.

The next two tracks are considered less than essential by most fans (and
certainly the critics assembled on the DVD), but “San Tropez” is not without
its charms. Despite pleasant enough vocals from Waters, this one might
have worked rather nicely as an instrumental (no doubt to Waters’
considerable chagrin), as it once again features some incandescent guitar
work from Gilmour. The song that closes the first side, “Seamus” is a
throwaway…and yet. The idea of incorporating a dog howling alongside the
band in a lighthearted call and response literally anticipates Animals, but 
indirectly, and importantly, reveals a band doing everything they can to 
avoid and obliterate cliché.

So, it can fairly be asked: who would want to watch a bunch of British 
music critics talking about a semi-obscure Pink Floyd album? The usual 
suspects, obviously: the hardcore fans and the curious novices. Neither will 
be disappointed. Of course, it must be reiterated that no members of the 
group participate which, while not shocking, is still disappointing. The 
collected writers know their stuff, but their remarks are similar and mostly 
surface-level, making the absence of input from the artists more glaring.

One delightful exception is the presence of Norman Smith, whose
gentlemanly observations on producing the first three Floyd albums are
charming and heartwarming. Heartbreaking, too, when he discusses the
challenges (to put it kindly) he faced while trying to record the Salvation
Army band Syd Barrett dragged into the studio for the track that eventually
became “Jugband Blues”, Syd’s last song with the band.

The somewhat paltry extras include “The Hardest Interactive Pink Floyd
Trivia Quiz In The World Ever” which is ridiculously challenging. There are
screen shot bios of the participating commentators and a short but sweet
special feature entitled “The Remarkable Syd Barrett”. This 10-minute
bonus examines, in some depth, Syd Barrett and his fleeting trajectory,
including another interview with Norman Smith who, it’s fair to say, was
Pink Floyd’s George Martin—which brings things somewhat full circle as he
worked as an engineer on the early Beatles’ albums.

Pink Floyd - Echos

RATING: 
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